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I. Rationale: Selling it to yourself, your team, and your administrators 
!
- Philosophy of Music Education: Advancing the Vision (3rd Edition) - Reimer (2003)
! * Thinking in sound 
! * Meaning making
! * Developing higher musical understanding 

- Music, mind, and education - Swanwick (1988)
! * A transformative act

- Out of Our Minds: Learning to be Creative - Robinson (2001)
! * Active experiences
! * An idea generating endeavor

- Can I Play You My Song?: The Compositions and Invented Notations of Children - Upitis (1992)
! * Empowers students and reframes their vantage point in relation what it means to be Creative and what it means 
!    to be a composer.

- Teaching Ensembles to Compose and Improvise, in Music Educators Journal (May 1997) - Hickey.
! * Engages the “other” students

- Chapter 2: Creative Thinking in Music: Advancing the Model, in Creativity and Music Education - Webster (2002)
! * Encourages revision and rethinking

- Composition in the Choral Rehearsal, in Music Educators Journal (July 1997) - Kaschub.
! * Imagining sounds

- Minds on Music: Composition for Creative and Critical Thinking - Kaschub & Smith (2009)
! * New ways of understanding
! * Complementary way of knowing music directly
! * Brings many other ways of knowing music together
! * A self-developing engagement
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II. Notes About Notation: This may get a little messy
- Figural vs. Metric
! * Figural: sounds are clustered together as they are heard without regard to duration
! * Metric: sounds are shown in relation to their values/duration

- Is notation necessary?
! * Reframing music literacy
! * Notation is not music. It is:
! ! 1) A preservation tool
! ! 2) A visual aid to sound
! ! 3) Sometimes a roadblock to creativity
! * Sound before sight!

III. Revising, Responding, and Evaluating: Oh, my!
-  Revising: Getting your young composers to revise their work
! 1. Provides students with a checklist or rubric to work from
! 2. Keep an open ear and an open mind when students are working
! ! - Help guide, but not push, students to make use of new musical patterns and elements
! ! - Ask young composer to “try out revised and extended patterns” (Webster, 2003)
! 3. Develop a community of composers for young composer to share and discuss their works
! ! - Friend-based groupings can be useful
! ! - “Three and One rule” (Kaschub & Smith, 2009, p. 119)
! 4. Be a composer yourself
! ! - Compose and have students see you composing!
! ! - Encourage students to critique and discuss your work with you
! 5. Develop an atmosphere of exploration

- Responding: Discussing student work
! 1. Know the composer and know the compositions well before responding
! 2. Be sincere and compliment the composition's strength
! ! - Be specific with praise
! ! - Discuss how the composer feels about what you have drawn attention to- look for teachable   
       ! !   moments for developing new musical vocabulary and techniques
! 3. Ask questions about weaker areas of a composition
! ! - Direct and guided questioning can help reframe thinking
! ! - Encourage the young composer to discover answers to problem areas
! 4. Give more direct suggestions if needed
! ! - Name a musical concept whose addition might be beneficial
! ! - Develop one or two solutions for young composers to explore if they are still stuck
! 5. Make note of areas that have great potential but might be under developed
! 6. Take a lesson from the pros
! 7. Remember that your students are the composers and they have their own musical preferences
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! ! - Donʼt force student to adhere to your personal musical tastes
! ! - Guide student to solutions; donʼt force solutions upon them
!
For more, check out Sam Reeseʼs chapter, Responding to Students Compositions in Why and How to Teach Music 
Composition: A New Horizon for Music Educators

- Evaluating and Assessing
! * Developing rubrics to guide compositions (and composers)
! ! 1) Rule of Five (Hickey, 1999)
! ! 2) Keep it simple
! ! 3) Choose a type of rubric
! ! ! - Checklist
! ! ! - Assessment rubric
! ! 4) Design and word your rubric for the academic and musical level of the young composer
! ! 5) Donʼt forget comments
! * REMEMBER: Not every composition needs to be, or aught to be, assessed or evaluated
! ! - Some works are stops along the way to grander ventures (Kaschub & Smith, 2009)
! ! - Portfolios  can be helpful in assessment
! ! - Some projects can be evaluated via a student “check-in” discussion
! * Evaluation and assessment should drive learning and teaching

IV. Composition Ideas
Whole-class compositions and improvisations: A first step

1. Circle echo/improvisational games
2. Sonic snowstorm activity (Kaschub & Smith, 2009) or any other weather related fun
3. Character pieces based on books!
! - Create (or have students create) themes for characters/elements in a book (a la “Peter and the Wolf)
! ! ex. “Lion and the Mouse” (Pinkney, 2009)
! ! ex. “Hop, Jump” (Walsh, 1996)
! ! ex. “Rain Talk” (Serfozo & Narahashi, 1990)
! ! ex. “Por Que?” (Popov, 1998)
! ! ex. “Where the Wild Things Are” (Sendak, 1963)
! ! ex. “Build a Burrito” (Vega, 2008)
4. Accompaniments and ostinati for class songs
5. “A Song for Our Teacher” (Kaschub & Smith, 2009, p. 151)

Guided group compositions: Working with notation
1. Pattern compositions
2. Gridded compositions: Your first musical score 
! - Ideal introduction to graphic notation
3. Watch compositions (Wiseman & Langstaff, 1979)
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4. Graphic notation scores
! - Can introduce student created/suggested notation
! - Wonderful if used with character pieces/books
! ! ex. “Imagine a Night” (Gonslaves, 2003)
! ! ex. “Imagine a Day” (Thomson & Gonslaves, 2005)
! ! ex. “Imagine a Place” (Thomson & Gonslaves, 2008)
! ! ex. “In a Small, Small Pond” (Fleming, 2007)
! ! ex. “Beetle Bop” (Fleming, 2007) 

Small group and independent compositions: Jumping in
Finding Inspiration
1. Books
! - Create a soundscape to accompany a book
! - Explore character based themes
2. Artwork (Barrett & Hickey)
! - Create a work that tells the story of a painting
! - Compose a work that embodies the mood of a given artwork
! - Use the painting as a musical score and interpret the lines and contours as musical notes. “Play” the !   
!    painting
! - Write a song that describes the artwork 
3. Poetry
! - Develop a work based on the poem. Students could:
! ! * Use the rhythm of the words/the meter of the song
  ! ! * Try to paint a musical picture
    ! ! * Use the sounds of the words as a basis for composing. What instruments can “speak” the 
! !    words?
! - Selected examples for elementary students:
! ! * Lewis Carollʼs “Crocodile”
    ! ! * Lewis Carollʼs “Beautiful Soup”
    ! ! * Laura Richardsʼ “Eletephony”
    ! ! * Shel Silversteinʼs “Where the Sidewalk Ends”
    ! ! * Shel Silversteinʼs “Itʼs Dark in Here”
    ! ! * Carl Sandburgʼs “Fog”
    ! ! * Christina Rossettiʼs  “Caterpillar”
    ! ! * Edward Learʼs “Nonsenses – I”
    ! ! * Sarah Coleridgeʼs “Trees”
4. An emotion or memory
! - This is a great way to get students thinking about emotion in their works
! - Students can also begin to discuss concept of Tension and Release
5. A commercial product or social cause
! - Jingles
! - Pop songs supporting a given social cause
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Rhythmic Composition Ideas
1. Rhythm tickets
! - Short etudes where students can explore and stretch their rhythmic abilities
2. Ostinato compositions 
! - Explore ways to create musical interest by changing the pattern (dynamics, tempo, etc.)
3. STOMP: using Graphic/Iconic/Standard Notation
       
Melodic Composition Ideas
1. Melodic contour from a line (the “Harold and the Purple Crayon” approach)
2. 2 and 3 line staff compositions
! - Each line is a different pitch (may not be definite pitches)
3. Composer notebook melodies (useful when learning a new instrument)
4. Creating a beautiful melody
! - Develop a list of basic “rules” for creating a “beautiful melody”
5. Building “Lego Melodies”
! - Provide students with a list of chords. These will be the legos
! - Students will create a chord progression (or you may provide one)
! ! * An examples is “My Minuet in G” project

Form-Based Compositions
1. Theme & Variations on “Hot Cross Buns”
2. Binary, Ternary, Rondo, and other extended forms. 
! - Partner form songs
! - Garageband form songs
! - “Sound Symphonies” (“Teaching Composition in the School,” Hickey, 2009)
! ! * Students develop a unifying theme (melody, rhythm, style, theme, etc)!
! ! * Using a 3-4 movement symphony form, have students create a work. The first movement 
! !    could be based on a work the student created in the past

3. Modern musical forms.
! - “In C,” or “In Bb,” or even “In G.” (based on ideas by Hickey, Conn, and Kana, 2009)

Technology-Based Compositional Tools
1. Audacity
! - Record speech, field sounds, etc. and use the program to manipulate the wave forms, insert other sounds, and 
!    create soundscapes/sound collages. 
2. Garageband
! - Can also be used for recording and sound manipulation tool.
! - A wonderful multi-track recorder that allows students to create their multi-instrument works without 
!   the need for other performers. Students can explore texture directly.
! - Loops provide students with the ability to manipulate sounds without having exceptional performance 
!    technique 
3. Notation Software (Finale/Sibelius/MuseScore/LilyPond)
! - Allows students to hear and see their works (however, it often takes some imagination out of the equation).
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! - Students can explore notation directly by hearing it immediately. 
! - Compositions can become very complex and beyond a studentʼs performance ability, yet it may be  more 
!   expressive and come closer to the studentʼs intent. 
4. Web-Based Systems
! - Jamstudio.com
! ! * Loop based, however, students have control over the chord progressions
! ! * With a small amount of experience with chord and chord progressions, students can artfully 
! !    develop accompaniments for their works.  
! - Drumbot.com
! ! * Drum machine/looper
! ! * Patter sequences
! - CreatingMusic.com (Morton Subotnick)
! ! * Musical sketch pads
5. iTunes App-based (composition apps and other tools)
! - Music Studio (Gross, 2010)
! - Melodica (CandyCane, 2009)
! - Music Drawing (Virtual Sheet Music Inc., 2010)
! - 8 Track Mind (Improbable Sciences, 2009)
! - Computer Music: Make Music Now series (High Five)
! - Scoreless Music Suite (SingTel App Zone, 2008-2009)
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